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celtic harp

Scan the QR code to listen to "Down by the Salley Gardens."

Music from Ireland is called Irish traditional music.
There are different instruments such as the tin whistle,
the bodhran (like a drum), the celtic harp, the fiddle (this
is what we call the violin) and many more! 

Miss Alex

I have played it on the fiddle before. It is lots of fun.
One of my favourite songs is called "I'll Tell Me Ma" .
It is about a very beautiful girl from my home city,
Belfast!

Another Irish traditional song I love is called "Down by the Salley Gardens."
This song tells us to be nice. It is a sad song, but it is very beautiful. I hope
you enjoy listening to Irish traditional music!

Miss Catherine

Music is a  way for people to express their
feelings to the world. One of the ways
Filipinos used to play music was with a
kubing, a bamboo jaw harp. 

A kubing looks like a stick. You play it by putting it on
your lips and tapping the end of the stick while
changing the shape of your mouth at the same time! It
makes a boing boing sound!

If you want to learn the Filipino alphabet, try
and sing along to our version of the ABC song!
Listen and you might have it stuck in your
head! 

the fiddle bodhran

tin whistle
Scan the QR code to listen to "I'll Tell Me Ma."

Scan the QR code to listen to a kubing.

Scan the QR code to listen to the Filipino alphabet.

kubing

Music is a great way to connect the world. Let's learn
about the music from our NETs' countries.



Scan to listen to “Mishra Bhairavi Thumri.“

Scan to listen to the Canadian national anthem.

Miss Sandy
Who doesn’t love music? Luckily,
there are different kinds of music.

Miss Elaine

Bagpipe music is very loud! Some people love it and others
think it is too noisy! Listen to some bagpipe music and see
what you think! Do you enjoy it? 

bagpipes

In India, we have Carnatic music and Hindustani
music. We use traditional musical instruments like
sitar (like a guitar) and tabla (like drums).

My favourite song is “Mishra Bhairavi Thumri”.
It is very relaxing. It is a song about a girl who is
missing someone very much. The song teaches
us that it is important to spend time with our
family and friends.

In Canada, a lot of of people originally
came from Scotland. This is why we can
hear people playing the bagpipes during
important celebrations. This musical
instrument comes from Scotland.
Bagpipes have a big bag that holds air
with some tubes called flutes on it.

The player blows into
the bag to keep it full
of air. To make music,
they squeeze the bag
and the air will come
out of the flutes!

sitar

tabla

Next time, when you see your friends and family members
ask them what their favourite traditional music is.



You can play me in
Indian traditional
music. I am a:

Unscramble the words and match them to the correct
picture.

r b o h n a d

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 

n g k i b u

_ _ _ _ _ _

p p s b a e g s i

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

You can play me in
Irish traditional music.
I am a:

You can play me in
Filipino traditional
music. I am a:

You can play me in
Canadian traditional
music. I am:

a t i s r

1 2

3 4


